We extend our thanks and warmest holiday wishes to all of our guests, volunteers, and to...

New York Public Library Reserve Film & Video Collection
Local 306 Motion Picture Operators Union
…and Woodhull Medical Center

Programmed by Genevieve Havemeyer-King, with much assistance from Elena Rossi-Snook at NYPL.

PROJECTIONISTS PLAY SANTA
AN EVENING OF CHRISTMAS CARTOONS

Woodhull Medical Center
760 Broadway, Brooklyn NY
DECEMBER 24TH, 2013

CHRISTMAS EVE
5:00PM - 7:30PM
Program 1:

Max’s Christmas  
(1988, 16mm, 5 min., NYPL):  
Directed by Michael Sporn. Voices by Jenny Agutter and Rex Robbins. Based on the book by Rosemary Wells, Ruby Rabbit tries to convince Max Rabbit to go to bed, but he sneaks out to meet Santa Claus on Christmas Eve.

Christmas Cracker  
(1964, 9min, National Film Board of Canada NYPL):  
Directed by Norman McLaren. In a combination of stop-motion and cartoon animation by legendary animator Norman McLaren, three Christmas stories are introduced by a elf-like jester character: a story about jingle bells in which boy and girl paper cut-outs move to music; a story about in which tin toys perform a ballet; and a story in which a Christmas tree trimmer builds a space vehicle in order to pluck a star from the sky for the top of his tree.

Mole & the Christmas Tree  
(1994, 24 min, 16mm., NYPL):  
A Christmas adventure with Mole and Rat; part of the popular “Mole” T.V. series.

Mickey’s Christmas Carol (1983, 26min., 16mm, NYPL):  
An adaptation of Charles Dickens’ classic Christmas story, featuring a cast of Disney characters. Mickey Mouse plays Bob Cratchit, the overworked, underpaid employee of Ebeneezer Scrooge played by Scrooge McDuck. Also stars Goofy, Jiminy Cricket, Willie the Giant, Donald and Daisy Duck, Minnie Mouse, Mr. Toad, Chip & Dale, Ratty and Moley, The Bad Wolf and the Three Little Pigs.

Total Run Time: 64 minutes.

(15 min. Intermission)

Program 2:

Tom & Jerry: Night Before Christmas  
(1941, video, 9min., US, Swank):  
The usual antics of Tom cat and Jerry mouse culminate in a heart-warming Christmas cheer ending.

A Cricket in Times Square  
(24 min. 16mm, NYPL):  
Directed by Chuck Jones. A wintery story about a cricket who warms the hearts of New Yorkers with his musical wings.

Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas  
(1966, video, 26min., US, Swank):  
Directed by Chuck Jones. Narrated by Boris Karloff. Dr. Seuss’ classic story of how The Grinch tries to take Christmas away from Whoville.

Total Run Time: 59 minutes.

Hot cocoa and cookies will be served before both programs!